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Abstract
Weaning from mechanical ventilation remains a major challenge for
critical care physicians. Because subjective criteria are inaccurate,
objective measurements consisting of clinical criteria and
physiologic tests (weaning predictors) have been used to facilitate
decision-making. An integrated weaning index calculated as the
product of static compliance and arterial oxygen saturation divided
by the frequency–tidal volume ratio appears to be more accurate
than other currently available predictors. Despite the accuracy of
this new test, a beneficial effect on outcome is yet to be proven.
Invasive mechanical ventilation provides support during
recovery from acute respiratory failure but results in complica-
tions, and longer duration of intubation is associated with
increased mortality. Patients should therefore be weaned and
extubated as soon as it is safe to do so. Objective
physiologic measurements (weaning predictors) are often
used as surrogate markers of recovery [1]. Unfortunately, an
evidence-based review identified relatively few predictors
associated with clinically significant changes in the
probability of weaning success or failure [2].
Of the predictors studied, the respiratory frequency to tidal
volume ratio (f/VT) appears to be most accurate [3]. Because
weaning failure often results from a complex interplay of
factors, a more comprehensive integrative index may prove
superior. Milic-Emili first proposed an inspiratory effort
quotient to predict unsuccessful weaning [4]:
Inspiratory effort quotient = [(0.75VT/Cdyn) × (TI/TTOT)] / MIP
where Cdyn is the dynamic compliance, MIP is the maximal
inspiratory pressure and TI/TTOT is the respiratory duty cycle.
Yang and Tobin developed the Compliance, Respiratory
Rate, Oxygenation, and Pressure (CROP) index by incorpora-
ting measurements of Cdyn, MIP (pressure), PaO2/PAO2
(oxygenation) and the respiratory rate [3]:
CROP (ml/breath/minute) = 
[Cdyn × MIP × (PaO2/PAO2)] / respiratory rate
In a prospective study, a CROP of 13 ml/breath/minute
yielded a positive predictive value and a negative predictive
value of 0.71 and 0.70, respectively, but was less accurate
than the f/VT. Jabour and colleagues examined a weaning
index, the product of a modified pressure time index and an
index of gas exchange efficiency. In a post-hoc analysis, the
weaning index was highly accurate with the positive
predictive value and negative predictive value approaching
unity [5].
Nemer and coworkers now report a new integrative weaning
index (IWI) that accurately predicts weaning outcome [1].
The IWI is calculated as the product of static compliance and
arterial oxygen saturation divided by the f/VT. Threshold
values were determined in 115 patients and were prospec-
tively validated in an additional 216 patients. Receiver
operator characteristic analysis showed the IWI to be more
accurate than the frequency, the tidal volume, the f/VT, the
static compliance of the respiratory system, PaO2/FiO2, the
airway occlusion pressure, and the airway occlusion pressure ×
f/VT product. Using a threshold of 25 ml/cmH2O/breaths/l/
minute gave a sensitivity of 0.97 and a specificity of 0.94.
One limitation of the study is the difficulty in measuring static
compliance of the respiratory system in the spontaneously
breathing patient. The authors combined spontaneous
breathing trial (SBT) failure and extubation failure, an
approach to be discouraged because the latter often results
from distinct causes related to the capacity to protect the
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airway. Although the IWI appeared to identify 9 out of 10
extubation failures, the small number of events precludes
meaningful analysis.
Two weaning consensus conferences failed to recommend
routine use of weaning predictors, probably because of
variable accuracy [6,7]. Should that recommendation change
if the accuracy of the IWI can be confirmed? Weaning
predictors should identify all patients ready for spontaneous
breathing to avoid unnecessary prolongation of intubation.
Observational studies (retrospective or prospective) cannot
address this question because weaning predictors are not
used to determine whether a patient undergoes a SBT – that
decision is made using clinical screening criteria.
Girard and colleagues screened patients for adequate
oxygenation (oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry ≥88% on
FiO2 ≤50% and positive end-expiratory pressure ≤8 cmH2O),
hemodynamic stability, any spontaneous inspiratory effort,
and the absence of agitation, myocardial ischemia and
increased intracranial pressure [8]. No weaning predictors
were used. Using these screening criteria, more than 50% of
patients tolerated the resulting SBT and those patients failing
the SBT did not suffer adverse effects.
When using this SBT approach, adding a weaning predictor
will not increase the number of patients allowed to breathe
spontaneously, unless the predictor trumps the other clinical
criteria (for example, SBTs given despite inadequate oxygen,
hemodynamic instability, agitation, or active myocardial
ischemia). The reason to use a weaning predictor is therefore
as a confirmatory test; a patient having a favorable result
undergoes a SBT, while the patient with a negative result
(f/VT >100 breaths/l/minute) is maintained on full support. In
other words, the objective is to identify the patient not yet
ready for spontaneous breathing, with a goal of avoiding the
adverse effects of a failed SBT.
There is no evidence that a well monitored but failed SBT is
harmful, however, as long as the patient is returned to full
ventilatory support at the first sign of intolerance. Ely and
colleagues found SBTs to be exceedingly safe even when
used in a cohort of >1,000 patients [9]. Laghi and colleagues
found that low-frequency fatigue (the type that could hinder
future weaning attempts) did not occur during a failed
T-piece trial [10]. Funk and colleagues found no difference in
mortality between patients passing their first SBT (followed
by successful extubation) and those failing their first SBT
(and requiring up to three SBTs before successful
extubation) [11].
We conducted the only published randomized controlled trial
where weaning decision-making hinged solely on a weaning
predictor measurement [12]. All patients underwent a five-
component daily screen, including PaO2/FiO2, positive end-
expiratory pressure, hemodynamic stability, mental status,
adequate cough and f/VT. Those patients passing the screen
automatically underwent a 2-hour SBT and were considered
for extubation if the SBT was tolerated. Based on randomiza-
tion, in one group the f/VT was not used for weaning decision-
making while in the other group only patients with f/VT
<105 breaths/l/minute underwent a SBT. The group
randomized to use of the f/VT took longer to wean from the
ventilator, other outcome measures being similar.
In summary, there is no shortage of observational
investigations examining the accuracy of weaning predictors.
Whether accurate or not, there is no high-level evidence
demonstrating that routine application of weaning predictors
improves outcome. One possible application would be for the
clinician who, despite published evidence to the contrary,
remains hesitant to wean in the face of favorable clinical
screening criteria (adequate oxygenation, hemodynamic
stability, presence of spontaneous inspiratory efforts). Only
under these circumstances will weaning predictors have the
potential to reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation.
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